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President’s Message

Cardiac rehabilitation since 1968

We Are Now a Registered Charity

On the 16th of May the committee authorised the calling
of a Special General Meeting in order to consider a
change in one section of our constitution as required by
Charities Services. On the 30th May a Special General
Meeting agreed to change the constitution wording and
the modified constitution was signed by all committee
members as officers and sent to Charities Services.
We got a quick response. On the 1st June we got an email to say that
The Otago Phoenix Club was now a registered charity with a registration
number of CC53362. Information (including about us) may be found on the
Charities Register website https://www.charities.govt.nz. Not everyone
makes it through the application process and Merv Brookes later produced a
Sunday Star clipping about some 500 groups who were turned down. Mind
you some were pretty weird!
Grant Applications
Now that we are a registered charity we can resume applications for
funding, initially to cover the greater part at least of the physio payments. A
sub-committee of myself, Chris Worth, Colin Reynolds and Dave Edwards has
been appointed and we hope to authorize the first application at our next
committee meeting on 1 August.
One difference from the past is that we may no longer be able to get
100% grants for our projects, as most grant making bodies now require that
groups contribute a proportion of costs themselves.
Door Donations
Thank you to those who are making gold coin contributions at the door,
and those who are making donations by cheque or electronic transfer. We are
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continuing these mean-time.
Some have asked for a guideline as to how much. It is really over to
you – it is voluntary – but $2-3 a session per person, or $4 a couple is fine.
If you would like a tax receipt, then it is better to pay a lump sum every
so often by cheque or electronic bank transfer (see below).
Receipts for Tax Credit
Our treasurer Chris has this message about donations to the Club or to
the Ted Nye Fund…
Now that we are a registered charity, we are able to give a receipt that
donors (including members) can use to claim a tax credit. The current rate is
33 cents in the dollar, regardless of the donor’s tax rate.
To qualify, donations must be at least $5, and they must be identifiable
as coming from you. The easiest ways to achieve this are to make a donation
to the club by electronic transfer, or by cheque, telling us that it is a donation.
An envelope containing cash and a slip to say who it is from, and what it
is for, will also work. It must be for a minimum of $5, though. You can
continue to put a gold coin donation into the box at the door each night, but
we are not able to accumulate these and issue a receipt later in the year
because the donation is not identifiable as coming from you.
Chris
Payments to the Club
If you wish to pay by cheque made out to The Otago Phoenix Club
please put it an envelope with a note including your name and address and
the purpose of the payment and hand it to Chris Worth or Dave Edwards. If
you wish to post a cheque, this is the address to post it to...
Chris Worth, 12 Crosby Street, Mornington, Dunedin 9011
If you do online banking you can make a direct credit by electronic bank
transfer to The Otago Phoenix Club Bank Account:
03 0903 0382417 00.
Please indicate what it is for and also send an email to Chris Worth at this
address:- caronw@callsouth.net.nz
Ted Nye Fund
On the 2nd May the Committee authorised the start of the transfer of
Ted Nye Fund to the University of Otago Foundation Trust. The remainder of
the fund (currently invested in a term deposit) will be transferred in October.
It will now be managed by them on our behalf, but donations to the Ted Nye
Fund can still be made via our Club.
John
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Edwin Nye’s 90th Birthday
John and Jenny Roxborogh, were pleased to represent the
Phoenix Club at the 90th birthday celebration for our founder,
Ted Nye ONZM, which was held recently at Glenfalloch on the
Otago Peninsula. Ted’s parents were English but he was born in
Liége, Belgium, on 22 June 1926, and he spent six years of his
childhood in Paris before the War. He trained in medicine in
London and migrated to Dunedin in 1960 where he had been
appointed Medical Research Officer at the University of Otago
Medical School, becoming lecturer in medicine in 1968. He
became Associate Professor in 1977 and was awarded the New
Zealand Order of Merit in 2000.
As Professor Jim Mann said in his tribute, mentioning Ted’s role in founding
the Phoenix Club, Ted revolutionized the treatment of heart disease by
pioneering the use of exercise for rehabilitation. Today it is hard to imagine
just how little was then known about how hyper-tension and heart disease
might be more constructively treated. People were told to rest and they were
not expected to live. Ted Nye started to ask questions and look for evidence,
and think of other possibilities. He garnered contacts with others, including in
Sweden, who were starting to see that exercise was not simply a risk to be
managed, but also a key to regaining a healthy and normal life after a cardiac
event. Ted is still engaged in promoting medical research related to cardiac
and other conditions.
Ted is also well-known for his pacifism, and also for his fencing prowess –
there is an annual Ted Nye Tournament held each May and members of his
club performed a very formal and suitably intimidating and disciplined salute
to begin the celebrations. Ted writes poetry (his poem about hearts is below),
has a fine sense of humour, still co-authors scientific papers, and is fluent in
Swedish as well as French. The Swedish flag, like the French Tricolour, may on
occasion be seen flying from his flagpole on the Peninsula. It is not unrelated
to his scientific curiosity, and his extraordinary ability with scrabble, that he is
also an avid devotee of Sherlock Holmes.
The Phoenix Club is grateful to Ted not only for his vision and initiative in
translating his revolutionary ideas about heart disease and exercise into a
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practical social format where they would go on making a difference in
people’s lives, but also for his active on-going interest and encouragement in
the life of the Phoenix Club. For some years we have gathered funds to
support a medical school prize in honour of Ted and we will continue to
welcome further donations to the “Ted Nye Fund” to go on supporting the
work Ted has done and future research of benefit to medicine and cardiac
rehabilitation.
Whole-hearted - by Ted Nye
The once-young man understood hearts
The dogged pulse, the craving urge
To beat, beat, beat
He understood the thisological
And equally, the thatalogical
Combining to keep a heart at peace
Closely wrapped in its scarlet treasure chest
Knowing this he knew
How much can be known
Yet unexplained
The way a heart sings
The way a heart swells
How, even strapped steady by ivory bands
A heart can sink and lurch and life.
Many non-young men
Hold on to their hearts
Lest they fly into their mouths
And away, away, away.
But this man stayed whole-hearted,
Strong hearted
Good hearted
The treasures of his chest
Brought out, shown and shared
One steady beat at a time.

The photo above is of Ted
with Jim Mann and the one
below of Ted and Jeanette
with the cake about to be
sliced by the sword!
John

John
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Advertisement
It was decided at our last committee meeting, that it was not economical for
the Club to repair the faulty Hi-Stepper (Elliptical Trainer) and it was decided
to offer it for free “as is where is” to members. Anyone wishing to consider
this, please contact John Young either at the club or by phone on 488-3583 to
discuss the matter. It is currently stored in the corner of the gym to the right
of the door as you enter. The photo was taken earlier when it was in use.

Joke Time from John Young
The Real Meaning of "An Apple A Day" - My wife, a
phlebotomist at the Denver VA hospital, entered a
patient's room draw blood. Noticing an apple on his
nightstand, she remarked, "An apple a day keeps the doctor away, right?
“That's true,” he agreed. “I haven't seen a doctor in three days!”
The One About The Fishermen and The Angel - Three guys are fishing
when an angel appears. The first guy says, We've suffered from back pain for
years. Can you help me?" The angel touches the man's back, and he feels
instant relief. The second guy points to his thick glasses and begs for a cure
for his poor eyesight. when the angel tosses the lenses into the lake, the man
gains 20/2C vision. As the angel turns to the third fellow, he instantly recoils
and screams, “Don't touch me! I'm on disability!”
Fishing For Whiskey - “Poor Old fool," thought the well-dressed gentleman as
he watched an old man fish in a puddle outside a pub. So he invited the old
man inside for a drink. As they sipped their whiskeys, the gentleman thought
he'd humor the old man and asked, So how many have you caught today?"
The old man replied, "You're the eighth!"
A Real Gut-Buster - A woman noticed her husband standing on the bathroom
scale, sucking in his stomach. “Ha! That's not going to help,” she said.
“Sure, it does,” he said. “It's the only way I can see the numbers!”
John
(Young that is)
I stayed up all night to see where the sun went, and then it dawned on me
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Super Foods and Bread - from Leanne
I had the opportunity to attend the Sci Fest superfood dinner at Techniques Restaurant based at Otago Polytechnic. We
ate a delicious three course meal which included salmon, mackerel edamame beans, miso, tofu, chickpeas and a dessert of
blueberries with coconut. It was both satisfying and educational.
Superfood is a buzz word at the moment but what is it? The Oxford Dictionary says a superfood is a nutrient-rich food considered beneficial to help
some medical claims. However, Cancer Research UK states the term superfood is a marketing tool with little scientific basis.
What we learned at dinner was that many foods may help to lower your
cholesterol, reduce your risk of heart disease and cancer and are labelled superfoods. Luckily we have robust regulations in New Zealand so manufacturers cannot make unsupported health claims on the foods they sell. The general advice is to eat a wide variety of foods to get maximum vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and essential fatty acids. We were told we should be eating
30 different foods a day when most of us barely make it to 15.
There are exciting developments in bread at Otago University. Work is
being done on heart-healthy bread that is cheap to buy. It is low in sodium,
high in fibre and high in good fats.
We also learned about a study where participants were given a diet rich
in chickpeas which resulted in lowered LDL cholesterol. Therefore it might be
a very good idea to include chickpeas and lentils in your diet. The Heart Foundation has some recipe books to help you get started.
Wilson, N. et al. (2016) Designing low-cost “heart healthy bread”: optimization using linear progaming and 15-country comparison. BMC Nutrition.
Pittaway J.K. et al (2006). Dietary supplementation with chickpeas for at least
5 weeks results in small but significant reductions in serum total and lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterols in adult women and men. Annals of Nutrition
and Metabolism.
Leanne
Jokes about German sausage are the wurst
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Mid-Winter Dinner
Thirty-four members and guests attended the dinner at the Nanking
Palace Restaurant on Tuesday 28th June; enough to occupy four large tables.
President John had a few words of
welcome, at the start of the meal, for
our guests, Dianne and Murray Body,
and Leanne Barclay, also mentioning
one or two members who were not
able to attend. He thanked Bev,
Shirley and Pariya for their part in
organising the occasion. It had been
arranged to collect the corkage charge separately and John suggested that
Bev might like to do this. It turned out to be a very efficient system since,
judging by Lorraine’s Grenfell’s comments and photos below, most of it would
have been collected from their table!
Everyone Had an enjoyable evening and one table in
particular gave the impression of enjoying themselves a bit
more than the others, as Lorraine has commented...
Johnny Young being “forgiven!” for his
comments on Marriage to the Ladies of the
Round Table. Johnny was afraid.
John now realises that marriage is NOT the
cause of Heart Troubles but that it was his Heart
lead to the
proposal
of
Marriage. Bev
was not only
Wright (Right) but keeps John forever
Young!!!
I’ve also heard that the definition of
MARRIAGE is a lifetime higher purchase
agreement. Not sure the Ladies would
agree. Anyway it was a great meal and a
very enjoyable night.
Lorraine
A few more photos on next page.

Dave
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A Few More Dinner Photos

Art Works by Wal Crossman
Pre-Raphaelites
Toward 1850 the Pre-Raphaelite movement in England was both artistic
and literary. The painters were; Dante Gabriel Rossetti, William Holeman Hunt
and John Everett Millais. They grouped themselves into a brotherhood in
defence of a doctrine which made painting a visual version of literary
material. The group gave themselves to so strict a realism they sometimes
took years to complete a single painting.
John Ruskin defended the movement with passionate eloquence in his
aesthetic writing. During the Renaissance ultramarine blue paint was reserved
for the robes of Virgin Mary. It cost more than its
weight in gold and it had to be imported from
remote mines in Afghanistan. Using a long
tedious process, the brilliant blue pigment was
extracted from crushed and ground lapis lazuli.
In the early 19th century a synthetic version
of this blue was developed. To have such a large
area of blue, used in a realistic way, was what
made “The Lady in Blue” such a standout
painting.
Wal
'Mariana' by Sir John Everett Millais
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George Sutherland - Green Hut Track Group Founder
A story from Laurie Parker about the background of the group as he knows it
and about the memorial seat recently installed.
George Sutherland and Memorial Seats
George was always a very active person,
being involved with such things as long
distance bike riding, marathons etc. and spoke
of tramping in the Silver Peaks area as a young
man in the early fifties catching the train to
Waitati on a Friday evening with his mates and
spending the weekend exploring that area and
returning on the Sunday.
When George joined the Phoenix club an
important part of the activity was the tramping
group on a Sunday organised by club member
Rex Malthus and others before him.
One Sunday George decided just tramping was not enough and
preferred some harder work. To this end he arrived one day in 1999 with
tools and asked who would join him in a work party to clear the tracks, and so
the Green Hut track group was born. One of those to agree was Phoenix club
member Brian Laws who is still very active in the group.
In his many positions in the Phoenix club George was able to get to
know most people and did his to best recruit track workers. Some came out
just a few times while others became more permanent.
There were other groups operating around the city over the years (Rex
Malthus’s group being one) but his had a unique style with innovative ideas.
For instance he arranged for the donation of a shelter from a hardware store
to be erected on the very site of the newly installed memorial seat but this
was frowned upon by the authorities and it did not happen.
He also introduced machinery to the group most often at his own expense
including a scrub cutter and, believe it or not, a home lawnmower, often using
a new recruit to help with a rope on the steep parts.
This was done in the main with little help from the authorities and I think
with some criticism. He defiantly “thought outside the square” in an effort to
I didn't like my beard at first - Then it grew on me
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improve the rundown nature of the tracks, being overgrown with gorse and
deeply rutted from washouts in places.
It is a joy to see the amount of use particularly the Green hut track is
given by tourists, tramping groups and several school parties. Now Doc has
rebuilt the Jubilee Hut and that track is the main access. Carey’s Creek track
restoration in the Waitati area was another big project using many days of his
hard labour.
This is the background of the erection of the memorial seat as a
reminder of George, on a site central to his activities in the Silver Peaks. The
seat was made by the Mosgiel Men’s
Shed, flown in by helicopter and
erected by the group along with
another donated by Trustpower.
The group now has around a
dozen active members mostly retired,
also another dozen or so associated
who can be called in at a time of
emergencies such as the damage caused by
the big snowfall of 2013. These new people
have been recruited in the main by ex MOW
employee Graeme Elliot a very able
appointment made by George to take his

place. Unfortunately a lot of these
people did not know George but to
those who did his contribution to
the tramping community will not
be forgotten.
Laurie
Do You Remember When…
We all had shelves full of books like these?
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Bruising
A few weeks ago, I learned something about bruising that I hadn’t realised
before. If you are medicated with Warfarin, as I am, this may be of particular
interest to you. Anyone who takes Warfarin to reduce the natural blood
clotting process, is subject to bruising and I now realise that you don’t have to
knock into something to get a bruise. I had to move our TV along with its
table, away from the wall and I did it by lifting one end of the table at a time. I
put my forearms under each end of the table in turn. A short time later, I
noticed two identical bruises, one on each forearm. So, sustained pressure is
just as likely to cause a bruise as a knock.
Dave

Any Contributions?
If you have any material suitable for including in this newsletter, you only
have to e-mail or phone me to have it included in the next issue. This could
be something you wish to buy, sell or give away; or it could be a
recommendation of a good book or movie.
E-mail:
otagophoenix@xtra.co.nz
Phone:
487-6195
Dave (Sec.)
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Something good from the Phoenix Club
We hope you have enjoyed reading this e-mailed version of Heartbeat. If you have
any suggestions about items you would like to see in the future, or if you would like
to contribute an item, please contact Dave, by phone on 487-6195 or by e-mail on…
otagophoenix@xtra.co.nz
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